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The E-commerce industry in Malaysia is now emerging stronger and faster than ever. Malaysia is
one of the fastest growing economies in South East Asia and the influx of new business
opportunities means more options for consumers. With the continuing internationalization across the
world, Malaysian companies are starting to face the reality: consumers online can help improve
sales and in the long run, generate better business results. That is why Malaysia web design
services are now emerging as well. For businesses aiming to tap into this massive consumer
market, having the perfect e-commerce web design is crucial. The standards are similar across the
world. The more important thing is proper implementation.

Call for Action

More than just looks and layouts, an e-commerce site must stimulate the interest of people to shop.
Therefore, the most important buttons on any e-store should call for an action. These buttons
bearing statements like â€œbuy nowâ€• or â€œdownload nowâ€• and other similar terms should be larger than
other texts on the web page. Also, each page on the e-commerce site should include a call for
action. Make sure that your texts are also in the active voice. You want people to act and make the
decision now.

Imagery

No matter what product you are selling or what service you offer behind the products, they should
be presented in the best possible way. An e-commerce site fails miserably if the images they use
are miserable and pixelated. High resolution images with additional zoom plugin are your best
option. Be it video or image, they should not be pixelated. I would not want to buy a   product that I
could barely see. You do not have to invest on a professional product photographer but do not
dismiss the importance of good quality images. White background and good lighting does the trick.

Thorough and accessible information

Aside from the actual shopping component, content is crucial for any website and consumers are
more than willing to read what you have to say regarding shipping, international deliveries, product
information as well as security and privacy protection. Consumers rely on your website to store their
information and to make transactions that include their name and their credit card numbers. No one
wants to have a bad shopping horror story. Be sure that the website offers good access to FAQs,
shipping information and privacy policies. They usually are placed at the bottom header but you
could also choose to include it at the main tabs of your website for more exposure.

Choosing the perfect web designer

E-commerce is a competitive world and if you are serious about penetrating this industry, it pays to
have the right person for the job. It will cost money so it is only important that you know your
Malaysia web design specialist can address your specific demands and help you in creating a more
logical, consumer friendly and fast loading website. Standards for effective e-commerce web design
are similar across the world and so it is actually the people making your site who could make or
break the deal.
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Jack - About Author:
Thinking of setting up an a e-commerce site? We are the most popular and reliable a web design
design company in the region. For a Malaysia web design services, please visit our website to know
more about our services.
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